The clinical expression in anticentromere antibody-positive patients is not specified by the epitope recognition of CENP-B antigen.
Centromere protein B (CENP-B), which is an alphoid DNA binding protein, is the target antigen in autoimmune disease patients (often with scleroderma). From our previous analysis of the reactivity of anticentromere sera, four independent epitopes were identified on recombinant CENP-B. The anticentromere sera displayed heterogeneity in their patterns of reactivity to the four epitopes. We have investigated to what extent this heterogeneity of the target autoepitope on CENP-B accounts for the clinical diversity of anticentromere antibody (ACA)-positive patients. A major autoepitope, epitope I, was recognized by all 40 ACA-positive sera; however, the other three epitopes were recognized differently from case to case. We could not find any significant correlation between the reactivity to CENP-B autoepitopes and the clinical presentation of ACA-positive patients. There was considerable clinical diversity, even among the nine patients showing specificity for the single major autoepitope. In conclusion, we found that, although ACA-positive patients were both clinically and immunologically heterogeneous, in most respects the clinical expression appeared to be independent of the reactivity to the CENP-B autoepitope, a finding which suggests that identification of the target epitope of CENP-B is unlikely to assist in the clinical classification of the disease in ACA-positive patients. The identification of multiple B cell epitopes on CENP-B is consistent with the concept that the self-antigen drives the antibody response. However, factors other than CENP-B autoepitope specificity must determine the clinical expression of ACA responses.